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ABSTRACT
Process control systems of modern EDM-machines offer several opportunities for gap status
detection. The method described here is the threshold technology at which the voltage course
of a discharge can be classified in normal pulses, open circuits, short circuits and arcs by
different voltage thresholds in combination with time recording. Especially in arc detection a
new path will be treated by using a burning voltage threshold positioned slight below the
effective burning voltage of a normal discharge. Its determination depending mainly from the
electrode/workpiece material combination and the adjusted amperage will be described in
detail. Moreover a fuzzy gap width control system will be established only based on the
relative number of open and short circuits ascertained within a time period. Also in this case
the threshold technology will be applied. This gets completed by a neural network. The
efficiency of the different systems will be demonstrated at roughing and smoothing
experiments in comparison to a ignition-delay-time (td) – based solution.
1. ALLEGATION OF THE VOLTAGE THRESHOLDS
The threshold technique provides an opportunity to identify the pulses of an electrical
discharge by comparing characteristic voltage values with alleged voltage thresholds. From
those one can deduce possibilities for a gap width controller, e. g by use of fuzzy techniques
which may be combined with neural networks. Moreover it is an essential demand in EDM
applications to achieve clean surfaces of the electrode and workpiece without arcing
influences, especially at smoothing operations. In principle a great number of thresholds could
be used. Yet, in regard to a fast signal processing, which offers the opportunity to analyse not
only a single pulse at its starting phase but also its mutation to an arc during its burning phase,
one should keep the number of alleged thresholds as low as possible. Therefore we only use
four thresholds as demonstrated in figure 1. The below figure shows the determination of the
time passed until the event.
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Figure 1. Thresholds detected by the gap sensor and determination of the ignition delay
time
Because our gap-width controller does not work on base of ignition delay time (td) its
determination in principle would be not necessary. We need this value only for a comparison
of the efficiency of our gap width control system with the often used td–based controller.
The over – resp. undershooting of the threshold values gets evaluated by a measurementFPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array). For the determination of the length of time of a high
speed counter is used as shown in the below figure 1 on the example of the td –ascertainment.
By the pulse classification the process controller gets information about the kind of discharge.
In case of arcs the controller may determine the number of arcs in sequence and interrupts the
clocking over a preselected period. In case arcing will not diminish a tacted flushing
movement of the electrode will be released. This especially is essential for the mainly
investigated unflushed erosion sinking processes.
2. DETERMINATION OF ARCS USING BURNING VOLTAGE THRESHOLD
Most of the thresholds mentioned on figure 1 are self-explanatory. Yet the determination of
the burning voltage threshold used for our arc detection method must be explained in detail.
Because the detection of arcs is essential for a good operating EDM-process several methods
were developed for this purpose. Only some can be mentioned here:

a. Arc detection by use of ignition delay time (used by (1), (2), (3), (4))
b. Arc detection by undershooting the ignition voltage (used by (5), (6), (7))
c. Arc detection by the descending flank of the ignition voltage (used by (8))
Details can be taken from (10).
Yet nearly all arc detection strategies are unsuitable for generators with steep ignition
flanges (9) as we used. Therefore GINZEL (10) developed a new method.
d. Arc detection by undershooting of the burning voltage threshold.
In this connection we assume according to figure 2 that at a removal efficient pulse the
burning voltage steady remains above a suitable alleged burning voltage threshold.

Figure 2. Course of burning voltage and current at a removal efficient pulse
In contrast to that a discharge will be recognized as an arc if the burning voltage undershoots
this threshold. This may occur immediately after ignition but also during the burning phase.
The latter will be demonstrated in figure 3 at a series of pulses recorded at sparc erosion
machining of sintered metal carbide. In this case the undershooting leads to a spontaneous
cut-off of the current during the ongoing discharge. This spontaneous cut-off guarantees in
every case a surface totally free from hot spots.

Figure 3. Detection of failure discharges at carbide erosion

3. DETERMINATION OF THE BURNING VOLTAGE THRESHOLD
The optimal value of the burning voltage threshold must be determined by removal
experiments. It depends on the material combination (electrode/workpiece) and on the
adjusted amperage. Therefore its determination requires a greater number of experiments.
Figure 4 demonstrates the experimental approach. If the adjusted burning voltage threshold is
too low only a small number of faulty discharges will be detected. This leads to a fluttering
control behaviour which affects the removal rate in a negative way. If the threshold value is
too high the number of switch-offs also is too high. This likewise leads to a reduction of
removal, because augmented regular discharges will be cut off. In the demonstrated case the
optimal threshold value is located at 22.25 V. Aside the achieved electrode wear is depicted.

Figure 4. Removal behaviour at variation of the burning voltage threshold Bs
Figure 5 shows as a result from several experiments the position of the burning voltage
threshold for different material combinations of electrode and workpiece. Normally the
increasing current leads to an enlargement of the gap width. Therefore, as a rule, the optimal
burning voltage threshold also increases with higher adjusted amperage. An exception make
graphite electrodes in combination with steel workpieces at which the burning voltage
threshold (24 V) is nearly independent from the amperage in combination with steel
workpieces. The reason here is the specific contraction of the discharge channel, which leads
to an improvement of the electrical conductivity of the gap if increasing current. On the other
hand this behaviour will not be observed in case of erosion of TiAl6V4 with graphite
electrodes.

Figure 5. Burning voltage thresholds of different electrode/workpiece material
combinations
The burning voltage threshold also can be used for the investigation of optimal technological
parameter. This will be demonstrated in a second paper.
The efficiency of the arc detection by use of the burning voltage threshold in comparison to
two other detection methods is demonstrated in table 1.

Table 1. Arcs recorded by different detection methods (32 000 pulses)
The much greater number of arcs recognized by the threshold technique results from fact, that
in this case the detection will be spread over the total time of discharging. In addition, this
method enables an advantageously detection of the stability limits of the process at different
parameter adjustments.
4. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT GAP WIDTH CONTROLLER CONCEPTIONS
Now one should assume that the much higher number of detected arcs, which often effects a
pulse cut-off already during the burning phase, leads to a reduction of the removal rate.
Because the developed, intensively computer based process control system enables the
implementation of different control strategies, three different conceptions were investigated
for comparison purposes:
1. Gap width controller based on ignition delay time (td)
2. Gap width controller based on the relative frequency of open and short circuits
(OC/SC)
3. Fuzzy gap width controller, based on the OC/SC-technique
The relative frequencies of OC/SC (time base 1 ms) can easily be obtained by using the
thresholds mentioned in figure 1. Figure 6 demonstrates the architecture of the fuzzy
controller.

Figure 6. General fuzzy architecture of the OC/SC based gap width controller

Figure 7 shows the results in case of roughing and smoothing machining (special parameter
settings see (10) or “www.erosion.de”). In every case identical adjustments (ie, Uo, te, to) and
isoenergetic pulses were used. Every controller settings were optimised before starting the
experiments.

Figure 7. Comparison of the achived removal and wear rate using different types of
controller (shape of electrode see Tab. 2 at the and of this paper)
All results demonstrate the advantage of the OC/SC-based controller especially if integrating
fuzzy architecture. Also remarkable is the lower wear rate, especially at smoothing operations.
This involves that sharp outlines of the electrode will not be removed in such a way as it is the
case using td –based controller. The reasons of the better removal results in comparison to a td
–based controller are, that the arc detection based on the burning voltage threshold does not
influence the gap width control movement of the electrode.

5. EROSION WITH 3D- AND PLANETAR MOTION WITH NEURO-FUZZY
CONTROLLER.
Concluding a neural network will be integrated into the gap width control system, which
enables an adaptive adjustment of the controller parameter to altering erosion conditions. This
e. g. is advantageous for an unflushed sinking process because here the erosion conditions
intensively detiorate with growing electrode sinking depth. Figure 8 shows the architecture of
the neural network and figure 9 its integration into the control system (12). The developed
complex 4d-based CNC control system already was demonstrated at the last ISEM (11) and at
(12). So it must not be explained once more. From the lot of results (10) only one will
demonstrated (Tab. 2), concerning the 3d-starwise expansion of a hole (additional results see
(10)). One may recognize from the length of erosion time, that in this case the integration of
the neural network has a favourable effect only at smoothing conditions. This changes if
vertical sinking parts dominate an erosion process.

Figure 8. Schematic depiction of the neural network for controller adaption

Figure 9. Gap width control and controller adaption

Table 2. Results of a 3d starwise expansion process
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